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PICKING UP THE SCENT: DETECTING
THE MENTAL STATE OR THE INTENT OF PARTIES
DIMITRIOS IOANNIDIS, ESQ.1
The Olfaction Moot Court Session2 will consist of a panel of Justices and four law students
that will present and argue the following facts and legal issues:
STATEMENT OF FACTS
In the year 2040, PHELON TUSK was a pioneer focused on space travel and the
colonization of Mars. His entire business empire consisted of investments in companies building
the various aspects of space travel. As he was expanding his “Colonization of Planets” project,
Tusk purchased SWITTER, an online social media platform that was often used by high-profile
politicians to advocate their agenda and rhetoric. He became close friends with RONALD HUMP,
the new Mayor of SINLESSHAB on Mars, who constantly used Switter to advance his rhetoric of
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banning illegal migrants and creating a 100% crime-free society. Tusk supported Hump during a
bitterly fought campaign while Switter banned Hump’s opponent, VADIM SHUTIN from posting
anything on the social media platform. Shutin’s agenda included heavy military investments and
socialization of the private sector, which Tusk viewed as a threat to his growing empire.
Tusk also knew of a company in South Africa, WEOWNYOU, that had done a lot of research
and developed a highly agile omnipresence network of cameras and other devices to combat the
widespread increase in crime.3 Tusk saw great opportunities in the data collection that the
Weownyou technology advanced—including not only video and sound recording devices, but also
olfactory sensory parameters which allowed enhanced versions of information to be collected, with
unique identifying markings. Specifically, Weownyou, used these sensors on its equipment that
were able to “fingerprint” the sweat of fear, the smell of trust, the traces of tears on the eyes, along
with tracking the scent of the individuals that came within 100 meters of each device4. The
information was then transferred to the datacenter, where powerful algorithms processed the
information and stored it in the cloud service provider “AGGLI”, also owned by Tusk. Aggli was
an emerging leader in cloud services based on Mars.
Tusk spoke to Mayor Hump about the innovative technology used by Weownyou and
offered to finance the installation and funding of operations on Sinlesshab. Mayor Hump signed
an executive order immediately and Weownyou and Sinlesshab entered into a smart contract.
Within a month, 1,000 stations were installed around the Sinlesshab perimeter, capturing all this
data and using an application owned by “Dabus”, an artificial intelligent platform that could
evaluate the “stream of consciousness” content from the sensors incorporated into the installed
devices.5 The architecture and placement of the devices were a marvel of science as nothing could
go undetected around the perimeter of Sinlesshab, except for the Royal House where Hump
resided. This was due to a special filtering device installed at the Royal House that could scramble
the data collection of all the devices within 50 feet of the Royal House, to which only Hump could
access.
JONAH DREPP lived in Sinlesshab but had illegally traveled there as a stowaway
passenger in one of Tusk’s Tubeshuttles. He found his way through an unmanned entrance and
managed to travel to Sinlesshab without permission. He had a record of criminal activities, mostly
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involving stealing DLTs6 from various exchanges. The DLTs were stolen in ways that the
prosecutors could not locate the tokens transferred by Drepp in the exchanges and/or landing
centers although they could identify Drepp as the perpetrator. Once released, Drepp followed the
love of his life, CAMPER HURT, who left him after he was incarcerated for 3 years in a prison
located on a space station about hundred fifty miles off the surface of the planet MOONLESS.
During his incarceration, Drepp was involved in an altercation with other inmates, who
tackled him to the ground, and crushed his right dominant arm in several places. He lost a lot of
blood and was transported to the ROBOTIC BIONIC HOSPITAL located next to the prison where
the medical team could not save Drepp’s arm due to the extensive crushing nature of the injury.
The team of robot doctors attached a prosthetic arm to his right shoulder and directly connected it
to his brain through his spinal cord. The new prosthetic arm had an electronic infrastructure that
was using an Artificial Intelligent algorithm that had an accuracy rate of 99.9%, with no significant
lag time.7 The AI coordinated and controlled the movements of Drepp’s arm through the same
wireless network used by Weownyou, Aggli—owned by Tusk. The AI processed Drepp’s brain
signals and sent the corresponding commands to his prosthetic arm. This was the most advanced
version as it could also use the wireless networks to scan Drepp’s surroundings for information
but, more importantly, assess Drepp’s emotions through an emotional intelligence chip that was
incorporated into the robotic infrastructure. Specifically, Drepp could direct a hammer to strike a
nail using his prosthetic arm at various increments of force simply by the emotional strength he
felt.
Drepp used a chatbot that impersonated the identity of Hurt in accessing her personal
information kept by Weownyou and obtained all the data related to Hurt over a month. He read
several news blocks about Hurt giving interviews to online social media platforms chronicling
Drepp’s activities in the scheme to defraud DLT exchanges. Drepp was angered by the statements
and proceeded to meet Hurt on the street near her workplace. He stopped her and asked her to
retract the nonsense as it was damaging Drepp’s chances of employment and a future career in the
financial sector. She rejected his appeal and quickly moved away from him telling him that there
is no harm in some publicity, especially if he was not willing to share the stolen tokens with her.
She also informed Drepp that she was planning to post a comment on her TOKIKI profile with
more explicit detail about Drepp’s financial networks, the identities used by Drepp to hide the
stolen DLTs and the magnitude of his holdings. As part of his probation, Drepp had to pay
restitution to the DLT exchanges, but he travelled to Sinlesshab before he was to transfer the stolen
tokens to the rightful owners.
Enraged, Drepp started plotting an attack on Hurt. He moved around Sinlesshab and
mapped the points where he could attack her but also spent a lot of time in his apartment, looking
at the 3d maps of the roads and alleys. Weoenyou’s management team was eventually alerted of
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the activity and the information of the planned attack was transmitted to the reconnaissance team
of the Sinlesshab police force that thereafter obtained a warrant for his arrest. The information
processed included Drepp’s mental state captured through the scent sensors of the Weownyou
platform but also accessing Drepp’s robotic arm and emotional intelligence chip.
Drepp, however, found Hurt before the police force could get to him and, upon meeting
Hurt, asked her once again to stop any future postings and to retract her story. She condescendingly
smiled at him, which angered Drepp even more. He wanted to hit her hard but momentarily secondguessed his decision of physical violence. She told him to leave her alone and that she would
publish whatever she wanted, including more stories about his underground connections, unless
he turned over to her 50% of the stolen tokens. Drepp became even more upset and tried to turn to
the left, but his emotions ran wild because he was the one who spent 3 years in jail while Hurt was
living a life of glamour. The algorithm processed all the information, including the level of anger
and thoughts of striking Hurt, and signaled his arm the command to strike Hurt, although Drepp
had changed his mind about striking her. Drepp’s bionic arm moved quickly striking Hurt in the
head once, causing some injuries. She survived the attack but lost her memory, including knowing
her identity.
During the criminal trial, the prosecutor used an Enose developed at MIT8 to refresh Hurt’s
memory of her identity. The scent was picked up from Hurt’s ear through technology developed
at the Weizmann Institute in Israel9. To prove Drepp’s intent, the prosecutor used the data of the
scent captured by Weownyou during the planning stages of committing the crime, but also during
the time that Drepp struck Hurt. While the AI algorithm had an almost perfect rate of accuracy, it
appeared from the initial tests that the milliseconds of decision-making by Drepp were not enough
for the process of striking Hurt to be stopped in time.
The prosecutor was then able to submit to Hurt the recreated scent of Drepp at the moment
of contact to help her identify him. Hurt was able to identify Drepp’s scent as the perpetrator of
the crime although she did not recall his name, physical characteristics, or their past relationship.
Hurt’s injury was of such nature that she was no longer able to post any further stories about their
relationship after the attack. Her number of followers on Tokiki dwindled quickly, while the gossip
media outlets canceled their ads.
During the cross-examination, Drepp’s lawyer attempted to use manipulated olfactory data
to challenge the credibility of Hurt’s memory of Drepp’s scent. The prosecutor objected to the
introduction of such data as the scent data had been imperceptibly changed at the input phase by
the expert retained by Drepp’s defense team. The basis of the challenge was that the expert used
an AI platform (owned by a competitor to Dabus) that was robust to manipulation.10 The judge
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allowed the Prosecutor’s motion to exclude all the manipulated olfactory data and subsequent
opinions from Drepp’s expert.
Drepp’s attorney also argued that Drepp could not be held liable for a crime that was not
completely within his control as the AI in the prosthetic arm acted before Drepp could process the
stop function in his brain. The Court denied the request of the defense and excluded all evidence
related to the AI algorithm holding instead that Drepp’s bionic parts could not be separated from
the person for purposes of determining culpability. The ultimate control, the judge ruled, rested
with Drepp.
Drepp also requested a trial by jury but demanded that the jury be avatar like jurors created
by DABUS. Drepp claimed that the right to trial by a jury of your peers should be comprised from
such Artificial Intelligence juror avatars in the DABUS database as the part of his body that
allegedly committed the crime was controlled by an Artificial Intelligent platform. Drepp also
argued that the selection process be the same as any other criminal case, with peremptory
challenges and other voir dire questions. The Court11 denied Drepp’s request holding that the right
to a jury trial means human jurors and not avatar like virtual jurors created by DABUS.
The Court found Drepp guilty and sentenced him to 15 years in prison. Drepp appealed his
conviction to the Supreme Court of Kronos, which agreed to consider the following issues:
LEGAL ISSUES PRESENTED12
(1)
Can the scent data captured by Weownyou during the time that Drepp was plotting
the attack upon Hurt and the time of the commission of the crime be used to prove Drepp’s intent?
Can the scent data captured by Weownyou during the time that Drepp was plotting the attack upon
Hurt within the privacy of his home, be used to prove Drepp’s intent? No warrant to search or
capture this data was obtained and the details of this technology were not made publicly available.
It was also unclear from the data obtained, whether all the olfactory data was secured from Drepp’s
home or outside.
(2)
Does the right to a jury trial of your peers, include the right to have a trial before
avatar based virtual jurors that are designed as having the same qualities as humans? Did the Court
commit reversible error in denying Drepp’s request to have an avatar like jury selected from
DABUS’ database?
(3)
Can the scent data reproduced by the prosecution be used to refresh the memory of
Hurt in identifying Drepp as the perpetrator of the crime? Judge Learned Hand wrote in 1947:
“Anything may in fact revive a memory: a song, a scent, a photograph, and allusion, even a past
statement known to be false.” United States v. Rappy, 157 F.2d 964, 967 (2d Cir. 1947).13 Did the
lower Court commit reversible error by excluding the manipulated data used by Drepp’s expert to
challenge the credibility of Hurt given that AI system used by the expert was robust to
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manipulation? Should the Court recognize data obtained only through an AI platform that can
accurately distinguish diverse inputs?
(4)
Can the AI platform (and the software manufacturer) incorporated into Drepp’s
prosthetic arm be responsible for the commission of the crime? Did Drepp have the intent to
commit the crime given that he changed his mind a few seconds before he struck Hurt but could
not control timely the prosthetic arm movements?
Subsidiary Issues (not to be addressed during the Moot)
(1)
(2)
servers?

Who owns the olfactory data captured by Weownyou on Sinlesshab?
Do parties have the right to delete or erase that olfactory data from the Weownyou
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